Abstract
Introduction
As a control method for systems which retain strong robustness with the characteristics of parametric uncertainties and disturbance, sliding mode control technology is highlighted by control research. In order to achieve excellent control effect, many researchers apply various control theories to sliding mode control, such as adaptive sliding mode control [1] [2] [3] , fuzzy sliding mode control [4] and neural network sliding mode control [5] . Tractor steering angle controller is designed through adaptive sliding mode control method in quotation [6] . Outstanding trajectory tracking and handling stability is obtained and the effects of parameter perturbations and external disturbances on the system operability can be overcome effectively [7] . Adaptive integral sliding mode is applied to systems with uncertain parameters and the effects of control are achieved successfully in quotation [8] . Feedback linearization method and posture control holder combining with variable sliding mode structure are designed based on differential geometry for heavy equipment airdrop process motion model with the characteristics of strong coupling, strong nonlinearity and large disturbance [9] [10] [11] [12] .
However, there is a problem in the above researches. The traditional adaptive law is non decreasing function, the uncertainty is estimated to increase in the original basis, not with the estimated value of disturbance and the disappearance of gradually decreasing, buffeting increased with the time prolonging. The method of dead time characteristic and adaptive law nonlinear characteristics in combination, can better solve the problem. The basic idea of the method is, in reaching mode of the traditional sliding mode control, adaptive law guarantee system can quickly reach the sliding surface; when the switching function value reaches the set value, the adaptive law to change, the switching function as the value of the switching gain, the sliding mode control of switching gain decreased with the decrease of switching function, the final driven by the steady system enters the sliding mode. This paper used fuzzy sliding mode control to solve a class of strongly coupled nonlinear system parameter perturbation and external disturbance by using the adaptive integral type. Through the design of integral type sliding surface based on the error, using adaptive to the unknown functions in the system of fuzzy approximation of the switching gain adaptive law design of switching function improved fuzzy inference system, weaken the chattering, and Lee Jaap Andrianof direct method to prove the stability of the system, the simulation results show that, the improved method effectively weakening the adaptive law is non decreasing control input chattering, so that the system has good dynamic performance and robustness.
System Description and Integral type Sliding Mode Surface Design
Considering the SISO nonlinear system
In the above formula, ( , ) f x t ， ( , ) g x t are unknown nonlinear functions, and
Defining the system tracking error is         e t x t r t , using the system tracking error feedback build sliding mode surface
KE t e t k e t k e t So:
Can be seen from the type (2), the system has constructed the integral sliding mode surface, the system tracking error depends on the state feedback matrix
determining suitable 1 k and 2 k , the tracking error   e t will be close to zero, and the system will have a good dynamic performance.
Design of an Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller

Algorithm Design
For type (1) nonlinear system, said if ( , ) f x t , ( , ) g x t and ( )
be based on the sliding mode in the ideal state of the control law for the calculation of surface:
x t f x t d t r t k e t k e t ( 3 ) If g(x,t)and d(t) is unknown,
  * u t is difficult to achieve, and a fuzzy system approach
The switching function   s t is as the input of fuzzy controller, which forms a single input fuzzy approximation system, fuzzy rules, and the fuzzy controller for: 
And  is the estimated value of *  .The switching control law to compensate the error between switching control law robustness, strong on the approximation error, defined as the switching control law:
So the total control rule of system (1) is :
In the switching controller, because of the uncertain parameters of the system and the existence of interference, resulting in the switching gain    t is difficult to determine, the actual control to determine, if    t the value selected is too large, will produce buffeting larger, if too small, robust system decline and tend to be unstable. In order to reduce the amount of calculation can be used to control system from the law of use to design    t , definition:
   t is the switch gain of estimate, 2  is the adaptive factor of the real number to characterizethe speed of the adaptive law with speed. The adaptive estimation error can be defined as:
, so formula (7) can be transformed as:
Put formula (2) into formula (3), and can get:
x t f x t d t r t e t s t g x t g x t u t s t
( 1 5 ) So: 
The Stability Proof
Define Lyapunov function as:
,ˆ, , ,,
x t V t s t s t t t g x t g x t s t g x t u u t t t g x t g x t s t g x t t t g x t g x t s t s t g x t u t D t g x t g x t s t t
             ˆ, ,        D t t
s t g x t s t g x t (17)
For system stability, fuzzy approximation coefficient estimation using the following algorithm
Put the type (12) and (18) into type (17), available:
V t t s t g x t s t g x t t D s t g x t s t g x t D s t g x t s t g x t D s t g x t D s t g xt
Because the type (12) characterization of the adaptive estimation law is non decreasing function, namely the adaptive law    t does not change with the weakening or disturbance, can only increase in the original basis, and the actual system subject to disturbances or parameter is variable, with the extension of time, the switching adaptive law is decided by the control will be more and more large, chattering will strengthen. In order to reduce buffeting strength system, the method of adaptive law is used.
Improved Adaptive Control Law
Here draw on the experience of method of the nonlinear characteristics of dead zone to design adaptive law to improve the formula (12) such as follows:
Here 0
. The theoretical analysis is as follows: (a) When the system state, far distance sliding surface, namely the approach section of sliding mode control, need to use the control law can guarantee the system stability and the larger the system to the sliding surface, then the adaptive law (12) , which can guarantee the system's convergence in a large range, and the control input strong, can quickly force the system state into the sliding surface set. The festival has proved the stability. 
Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the adaptive law of traditional adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control method is overcome, improving method is put forward. The nonlinear characteristics of applied to the adaptive law, effectively solve the adaptive law is non decreasing defects. Simulation results show that the improved method is correct and effective. While maintaining the original adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control based on advantage of suppressing disturbance, new method obviously weaken the chattering, reduces the control input, and achieve the adaptive law to estimate the parameters change with the disturbance changes, effectively solves the problems of the previous methods.
